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QUESTION 1

A new AEM Sites implementation includes a component that lists the 10 most recently published PDF documents in
AEM Assets. The component works as expected during development and passes QA testing. The business starts to use
it while entering content and uploading assets in preparation for go-live. A few days later, the component\\'s PDF list is
empty. 

What is the most likely cause of the issue? 

A. A PDF with too large file size has been uploaded. 

B. The component is missing a matching Oak index. 

C. The component is missing the HTL display context to escape the PDF title. 

D. A PDF with incorrect MIME type has been uploaded. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

A user is part of the Employees LDAP group synchronized with AEM. The same user is added to the authors group in
AEM. The user is then removed from the Employees group on the LDAP server. 

What is the result during the next synchronization with AEM? 

A. The user is removed from both the Employees and the AEM authors groups 

B. The user is removed from the authors group but not the Employees group in AEM 

C. The user is removed from the Employees group but not the authors group in AEM 

D. The user is not removed from either the Employees and the AEM authors groups 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

A client using AEM 6.5 on-premise is experiencing an unsustainable repository growth of 100Gb a day. After
investigation, an Architect finds out that the DAM is causing this issue. Each image uploaded to the DAM triggers the
creation of approximately 100 renditions, necessary by business to consume in different channels and systems. The
client also complains about stale content reported by site visitors happening randomly in pages where article-related
components are present. 

How should the Architect address these issues? 

A. Leverage AEM Adaptive Image Servlet, cache image variations in Dispatcher, and reimplement article-related
components to use AJAX to load the content 

B. Split WCM and DAM in separate instances, set up Connected Assets, and re-implement article-related components
to use AJAX to load the content 
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C. Leverage AEM Adaptive Image Servlet cache image variations in Dispatcher, and implement a cache TTL in
Dispatcher 

D. Split WCM and DAM in separate instances, set up Connected Assets, and implement a workflow to purge all pages
affected by an article change in Dispatcher 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

During development the AEM Publisher server keeps crashing randomly. The deployment included a new static FAQ
component that was used in the websites Contact Us page. An Architect investigates to find the root cause for the
random failures, and notices the following parameters: 

1. 

The server slows down when requests are sent to the Contact us page 

2. 

The number of requests to the page were very few 

3. 

Heap dump shows a large number of instances of the FAQ component 

What is likely causing this issue? 

A. The page was not cached in the Dispatcher. 

B. The component triggers a traversal query. 

C. The JVM garbage collection is not running. 

D. The component has a cyclic dependency to itself 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 5

A client is using AEM and wants to make sure they are managing their configurations correctly. Refer to the following
requirements: The client has multiple brands that they will be hosting on a single AEM implementation The client wants
to reuse as much between brands as possible Each brand needs to be able to override the default values for items like
contact us information The client plans to support multiple languages in multiple regions for each brand Each
brand/language/region combination will have its own set of content approvers used as part of a custom workflow Which
approach should an Architect recommend to manage the client\\'s configurations for AEM? 

A. Use the OOTB Configuration Browser to set configuration defaults and approval group by brand/language/region
combination. 

B. Use Context-aware configurations to manage configuration overrides and approval group by brand/language/region
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combination. 

C. Use OSGi to manage approval group and provide default contact us information by runmode. 

D. Use OSGi Configuration to handle configuration overrides by brand. Create a new workflow for each
brand/language/region combination for content approval. 

Correct Answer: C 
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